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Abstract—This paper discusses the application of computational
electromagnetics (CEM) for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
problems of integrated circuits (ICs). It is known that the application
of CEM is versatile in solving a wide range of problems. This paper
focuses on the electromagnetic study of quad flat non-lead (QFN)
packaged ICs, one monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC)
and another radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC), from the
individual chip to system in package (SiP). Full-wave electromagnetic
technique is conducted in the modelling and simulation. Both chips
are found producing radiated emissions in horizontal directions as
omnidirectional antennas at working frequencies and then directional
at resonance frequencies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computational electromagnetic (CEM) modelling techniques [1] are
now an integral part of design in engineering practice. They
can be used to solve real life electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
problems and help industry to provide better products and equipment.
Traditional EMC product testing needs a developed physical prototype
or existing piece of equipment to be put in a test-house at the
post-design stage, which is time consuming and expensive. By
comparison, computational modelling and simulation is potentially
considerable faster and cheaper. Furthermore it is also very flexible
in allowing engineers to easily access, monitor and modify the area
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of interest inside the design. Therefore, EMC computer modelling
and simulation will play an important role in scientific research and
industry applications.

According to a recent study, IC development is experiencing rapid
growth and this is expected to continue [5]. Demands of scaling,
performance and functionality drive IC design from traditional 2D
configuration towards 3D assembly [6], which presents challenging
EMC problems on different components (for example, packaging and
interconnection). Due to the increasing clock speed, the size of the IC
chip becomes comparable with the wavelength of interest, which makes
it impossible to ignore the affects on electromagnetics. Modelling and
analysis of electromagnetic behaviour for the IC becomes necessary,
and CEM method provides good support in solving various problems.

EMC modelling and simulation of ICs require full-wave techniques
in order to obtain a complete solution of Maxwell’s equations within the
computational domain for all materials and structures with arbitrary
size. Recent publications [3, 4] have verified the IC EMC modelling
and simulation by means of a full-wave technique using commercial
electromagnetic software package. In addition, IEEE standards
association (IEEE-SA) has approved two new standards, IEEE 1597.1
and IEEE 1597.2, for validation of computational electromagnetics
computer modelling and simulations. Those standards provide
examples and problem sets to be used in the validation of CEM
computer modeling and simulation techniques, codes, and models.
It enhances the reliability of applying commercial electromagnetic
software package for the analysis of a wide variety of electromagnetics
applications.

This paper presents an electromagnetic research of two quad flat
non-lead (QFN) packaged ICs which are rarely studied. Section 2
gives a brief literature review on the development and limitation of
IC in planar structure. Section 3 presents the introduction of full-
wave technique and challenge of QFN package. In Section 4 and 5,
modelling and simulation of two QFN packaged ICs (MMIC and RFIC)
are described in detail including all relevant results and followed by
conclusions.

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS OF PLANAR STRUCTURAL
IC EMC

As early as the late 1950s, concerns about the performance of com-
ponents operating under increasingly electromagnetic environments at
the IC level existed and continued [2]. However, due to technology
limitations, the EMC issues in the IC did not seem to be important
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until the last decade. It was found that an IC was almost a minia-
ture version of an EMC system, which contained the same coupling
mechanisms as a large-scale system. As depicted in Figure 1, a sys-
tem generally consists of different ICs with individual packages on the
printed circuit board (PCB).

CPU
(up to > 3 GHz)

DSP/MEMS
(up to > 1 GHz)

Analog/RF

(2.4 GHz/5 GHz)

Individual ICs in different 
packages

PCB

Figure 1. Individual ICs in different packages.

Driven by high clock speed and circuitry complexities, parasitic
emissions in ICs contribute most of electromagnetic interference.
Conducted emissions generated by faster and stronger transient current
peaks escape from the digital core through silicon tracks, bonding wires
and package lead frames. As a result, unwanted radiation may occur
during propagation. The electromagnetic field, which radiates directly
by internal silicon circuit routines or a package frame, is another form
of interference (radiated emission). All these interferences will affect
the performance and stability of adjacent components. As each chip
is individually packaged, it requires a large system board to build
a system that consumes a lot of power and introduces long signal
propagation paths.

In order to reduce those risks, system-on-chip (SOC) is developed
which integrates all components of a system into a single chip, as shown
in Figure 2. It achieves a high integration of functions but increases
the design complexity. A universal process will be used for all sections
that makes each section can not be optimal for electromagnetics. In
addition, once noise is coupled into the circuit, there is no way to
isolate the problem as to the sections interact with each other.

System in package (SiP) encloses a number of ICs in a single
package. Traditional planar IC/SiP packages, as illustrated in
Figure 3, separate dies horizontally inside the encapsulation. It
overcomes the drawbacks previously discussed but it cannot avoid a
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Figure 2. Example of a system-on-chip (SOC).
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Figure 3. Example of a planar IC/SiP.

complicated internal electromagnetic environment due to discrepancies
in functionality and the working frequency of each die [7]. Meanwhile,
the planar architecture has limitations for future demand.

3. CEM MODELLING OF ICS IN QFN PACKAGE

3.1. Full-wave Techniques in the Frequency Domain

A full-wave electromagnetic solution, which solves electromagnetic
problems with Maxwell’s equations, is of great importance to high
performance VLSI design in computational electromagnetics. With
numerous fast numerical algorithms developed, the finite element
method (FEM) is relatively efficient in finding approximate solutions
of partial differential equations (PDE). The frequency domain vector
wave equation for E field can be derived as:

∇× 1
µ
∇× ~E + σeω ~E + ω2ε ~E = −jω ~J (1)
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where ω is the angular frequency, J is the source current density, σe

is the effective conductivity, and µ and ε are the permeability and
permittivity of the problem space respectively.

Simulations in the followed discussion are applied by a full-wave
frequency domain solution with variable sized meshes. Frequency
is set up to sweep in a specific range to determine the expectant
resonant frequency. However, determining the correct frequency range
is important for simulation results. Computational errors may be
introduced if the frequency range of the solution is mismatched.

3.2. ICs in QFN Package and Challenge

The QFN package is referred as a surface-mount technology which
provides physical and electrical connection of an IC directly onto the
surface of the PCB with no through-holes. As shown in Figure 4, a
cross section of one typical QFN chip is presented. The lead frame
provides connections to the external PCB. The internal connections
between the die and lead frame are bond wires. EMC challenge
arises when the size of encapsulation in QFN package grows (normally
> 5×5mm) as the big thermal pad in lead frame and multiple narrow
gaps between leads, and bond wires as well.

Encapsulation

Lead
Frame

Bond
Wire

Thermal
Pad

Die
Attach

Material

Die

Figure 4. The cross section of a typical QFN package.

4. CASE STUDY

4.1. Simulation Models

4.1.1. MMIC Model

The selected MMIC is mass produced and operates at 24GHz in a tiny,
high frequency device, as shown in Figure 5. The chip is packaged in
a 12 pins QFN package. The size of the QFN package of the MMIC
is 2 mm (length) ×2mm (width) ×0.75mm (height). According to the
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Figure 5. MMIC in QFN package with 12 pins (cm).
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PlaneDieExcitations

Figure 6. Simulation model of MMIC.

Table 1. Materials assignment of MMIC simulation model.

Name Materials Permittivity
Conductivity

(Siemens/m)

Ground Plane Copper 1 5.8× 107

PCB FR4 epoxy 4.4 0

Die GaAs 12.9 0

Encapsulation EME-G770HCD 4.2 0

Thermal Pad Copper 1 5.8× 107

Lead Frame Copper 1 5.8× 107

Bond Wire Copper 1 5.8× 107

QFN package structure, the MMIC is modelled as shown in Figure 6.
Key parameters of the model size are given in Figure 7.

Finite conductivity boundary and radiation boundary are applied
in the MMIC simulation model, as shown in Figure 8. Finite
conductivity boundary means imperfect conductor which is applied
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Part Name Height
Ground Plane 0.02 mm

PCB 0.08 mm
Lead Frame and Thermal Pad 0.2 mm

Die 0.2 mm
Encapsulation 0.75 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. MMIC simulation model configurations. (a) Bird view and
horizontal size of MMIC simulation model. (b) Vertical size of MMIC
simulation model.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Finite conductivity boundary and (b) radiation
boundary applied in MMIC simulation model.

as GND of PCB. Radiation boundary is applied in the simulation of
open problems where the infinite spread radiation waves need to be
calculated. It is a box shape enclosure surrounding the model. In
addition, 11 excitations (no excitation on lead 4 as it is not connected
according to the floor plan of MMIC) are set up below the leads at Z-
direction due to the electric field would be coming radiating outwards
along the preceding transmission line. The materials assignment of the
simulation model is described in Table 1.
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4.1.2. RFIC Model

The RFIC consists of one microcontroller unit (MCU) die and one RF
die using SiP technology, as shown in Figure 9. The MCU is working
around 1 GHz and the RF circuit is working at 2.4GHz. The chip
is packaged in a QFN package with 64 pins. Some key parameters
of the model size are given in Figure 10. The size of the QFN
package is 9.6 mm (length) ×9.6mm (width) ×0.75 mm (height). The

Bond Wire
Thermal Pad

Lead Frame

Encapsulation

PCB

Ground
Plane

MCU Die

Excitations

RF Die

Figure 9. Simulation model of RFIC/SiP.

Part Name Height
Ground Plane 0.035 mm

PCB 0.4 mm
Lead Frame and Thermal Pad 0.2 mm

Die 0.2 mm
Encapsulation 0.75 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. RFIC simulation model configurations. (a) Bird view and
horizontal size of RFIC simulation model. (b) Vertical size of RFIC
simulation model.
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ground plane in the model is 46.075 mm (length) ×26.1324 mm (width)
×0.035mm (height).

Similar as the MMIC model, finite conductivity boundary and
radiation boundary are applied in the RFIC simulation model, as
shown in Figure 11. Also, there are 64 excitations set up below the
leads at Z-direction. The materials assignment to the simulation model
is described in Table 2.

Figure 11. RFIC simulation model configurations.

Table 2. Materials assignment of RFIC simulation model.

Name Materials Permittivity
Conductivity
(Siemens/m)

Ground Plane Copper 1 5.8× 107

PCB FR4 epoxy 4.4 0
Die GaAs 12.9 0

Encapsulation CEL9210 3.3 0
Thermal Pad Copper 1 5.8× 107

Lead Frame Copper 1 5.8× 107

Bond Wire Gold 1 4.1× 107

4.2. Simulation Results

Simulations for both models are conducted under excitations with
frequency swept from 0 to 50 GHz. Reflection coefficients of MMIC
and RFIC model are found in Figure 12 and Figure 13. For the MMIC
model, four highest reflection coefficients are highlighted regarding to
different ports and frequencies as listed in Table 3. Also as listed in
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Figure 12. Reflection coefficients of MMIC simulation model.

Figure 13. Reflection coefficients of RFIC simulation model.

(a) (b)

Figure 14. Far-field 3-D plots of RFIC simulation models. (a) MMIC
at 24 GHz. (b) RFIC at 2.4GHz.
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Table 3. Key reflection coefficients of MMIC simulation model.

Port Frequency Reflection Coefficient
3 46.51GHz −14.6836 dB
5 45.41GHz −14.0692 dB
9 45.51GHz −9.7697 dB
11 46.51GHz −12.3416 dB

Table 4, thirteen groups of highest reflection coefficients are highlighted
for the RFIC. The RFIC shows more significant resonances at lower
frequencies comparing to the MMIC model due to its complicate
internal structure and large planar size.

Table 4. Key reflection coefficients of RFIC simulation model.

Port Frequency Reflection Coefficient
1 27.6GHz −24.6666 dB
3 27.9GHz −13.1154 dB
4 34.1GHz −14.4990 dB
7 19GHz −25.4102 dB
8 49.3GHz −21.8560 dB
22 23.8GHz −13.3182 dB
23 40.8GHz −15.1821 dB
36 30.1GHz −22.4382 dB
46 25.8GHz −21.6405 dB
54 25GHz −15.0616 dB
55 31GHz −22.7007 dB
56 25.5GHz −24.1268 dB
63 35.3GHz −15.6634 dB

As found Figure 14, both MMIC and RFIC acts as omnidirectional
antennas, that produce donut shaped radiation, under their working
frequencies. The dielectric encapsulation of both models shows a good
shielding effect that preventing radiation in the vertical directions.
The model locates at the center and power radiated is maximum in
horizontal directions from lead frames, dropping to zero directly above
and below the model. It can easily affect electronic components in the
surrounding area.
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Figure 15. Far-field 3-D plot of MMIC simulation model at
46.51GHz.

Figure 16. Far-field 3-D plot of RFIC simulation model at 19GHz.

Figure 15 presents a far-field plot of MMIC model at 46.51GHz.
It turns out a directional feature along Y axis around its resonance
frequency. Also, the RFIC model shows a similar tendency at its
resonance frequency. As given in Figure 16, it shows a far-field plot
at 19GHz. Due to the asymmetric structure, the RFIC emits in more
directions.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented a discussion of applying computational
electromagnetics to the investigation of electromagnetic compatibility
impacts of two QFN packaged ICs (MMIC and RFIC). Simulation
results demonstrated that both models were acting as omnidirectional
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antennas at their operating frequencies. However, directional features
turned out at their resonance frequencies. Due to the asymmetric
structure and internal EM environment of SiP, it emits in more
directions than single packaged chip.
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